Voting stickers
(one per participant)

Tips

Sticky notes:
use your group colour

The main menu to access the
functionalities should be to your left. An
additional menu will pop-up when selecting
an item from the main menu.
Press "space" or click on the board to
move it around
To zoom, either use the scrolling wheel of
your mouse, press the "+" or "-" keys, or use
the navigation menu.
The navigation menu should be to your
bottom right. There, you can adjust the
zoom, jump to a speciﬁc section etc.
To select multiple elements, press "shift".
To group elements, select multiple items,
then "group objects" in the pop-up menu
Cancel your last move? You can undo your
actions with "Ctrl"+"Z" or using the arrows
at the top of the window.

Society station

Group
A

Group
B

Group
C

For sticky notes, press "N" or add them to the board
from the main menu to your left.
When adding content to a sticky note, the text will
automatically shrink as you type along. You do not
need to increase the size of your note.
Clicking on a sticky note will make its own menu
pop-up. You can change the note's properties such
as colour there.

Group A - recap card
Levels and scales are important.
Integration of top down and bottom up .
Working on smaller levels. A structure
should be implemented to make it
possible to happen.
EX of Finland : Prime minister oﬃce is in
charge of maritime work and is linked to
EBM. Cross sectors are working together.
Information in EBM, spread in society even
if it's diﬃcult concept. That should be
explained in an easy way.
Sell better EBM with using storytelling.
Highlight beneﬁts of EBM.
To start with something, have BSAP as a
pilot project for EBM.
Structure of Helcom, think about
removing/changing things if they are not
working well.
Make sure that people in working areas
are working all together and cooperating.

Desired state

Steps & conditions for change

What is the desired state looking forward? What is the
we want to see?

practice, measurable indicators
for each sector - it is very actual
for non-EU countries
CSOs - explain this term
everywhere, promote its use in
practical sense

increase
knowledge
at regional
level

Structures and
capacities are in
place not only at
top level but
rather from
bottom and up

Need for
more sectotal
planning
beside MSP

Institutionally
(ministries, agencies)
integrated and more
inclusive management
is a functional system
to make trade-oﬀ
decisions

Healthy freshwater
+ marine
ecosystems that all
societal
stakeholders
contribute to

The GES
concept
needs to be
at the core

Information
needed at
diﬀerent levels
and to diﬀerent
stakeholders

Have more stakeholders involved in the EBM process. Create
platform where they can share easily. Mapping the current
players and have some ambassadors of the EBM. Have
mediators to talk to each other about EBM.
Need the implication of all stakeholder in EBM process.
Nature should have a right to be undisturbed.
Work on the local level as much as possible.

Acceptance that
institutional
changes are
needed to
implement EBM

Stakeholders
proactively
engaged in
the process

ecosystem values
are understood
International, regional
and are more
(HELCOM) and national
goals need to be integrated
and adapted to local and
used in decionregional conditions, needs
makeing and management. Top

Look at the current structure of Helcom and see if that works
well enough. If not, merge or remove them.

Oﬀer
alternative
livelihood to
current users
of the Baltic

Awareness of
human activity
values (e.g.
food
production)

A system/platform in
place for alignment of
potentially conﬂicting
objectives and priorities
by diﬀerent
stakeholders and
sectors

Imoprtant to
involve local
communities
because that is
where action is
taken

Scale

Public is
aware of
EBM and its
beneﬁts
CommunicationRaise awareness

Sometimes the big goal
might be diﬃcult to deﬁne.
We need to move step by
step, adaptive
management accompanied
by science and including
dialogue with vaious actors
from politics and civil
society

Make sure
communication is
also bilateral within
the local level, not
only top-down or
bottom-up

Desired state

Awarenessraising: Educate
public for them to demand
implementation of EBM
from decisionmakers
Capacity building of NGOs
Funding available

The right of
undestroyed/
undisturbed
Ensure trust
nature

Setting of realistic
targets - revision
of what targets
are possible to
successfully reach

among
stakeholders for
a more inclusive
process

Recall and
remind
deﬁnitions
already in the
legislation

transparent
knowledge
base, access
to knowledge
Precausionary principle
implemented ASAP, not
waiting for all details of
an ecosystem based
approach being put in
place

start now, no
matter the
gaps, and
improve as
you move on

do it 5 times in
one year
instead of
once in ﬁve
years

Assess application
of EBM
approaches in
national strategy
documents in BSR

Inclusion of
HELCOM
recommendations
in the
management
plans for MPAs

Start with scoping
exercise of BSAP
actions that needs an
EBM setup and rank
them/combine them if
the need diﬀerent
structures or not

Implementing natureIntroduce
a based solutions on a larger scale would increase climate
resilience and contribute to multiple Green Deal objectives. Blue-green (as
opposed to grey) infrastructures43 are multipurpose, “no regret” solutions and
stockspeciﬁc
simultaneously provide environmental, social and economic beneﬁts and help
build climate resilience44. For example, protecting and restoring wetlands,
management.
peatlands, coastal and marine ecosystems; developing urban green spaces and
installing green roofs and walls; promoting and sustainably managing forests and
farmland will help adapt to climate change in a cost-eﬀective way. It is vital to
better quantify their beneﬁts, and to better communicate them to decision-makers
and practitioners at all levels to improve take-up45. In addition, the Commission
will develop a certiﬁcation mechanism for carbon removals, which will enable
robust monitoring and quantiﬁcation of the climate beneﬁts of many nature-based
solutions.

Decisions should be taken on the
“right” level. Swedish example:
Decentralized management
(county board level) needed
whether
or not permits to small
Upscale
scale ﬁshermen to uphold
funding on
stakeholder balance and eﬀects
ecosystem
on ecosystem.

scoping of existing
groups/structures
that work or dont
work. Potentially
merging or
removing

Consider restructuring
(potentially also removing)
some of HELCOM WG
making sure biodiv people
actually meet and talk with
hazard or maritime

Mapping of current
players to see what
institutions could be
the drivers/
ambassadors of the
process

Scale

Action recommendations

Maybe we can learn
from the MSP
process and
involvement of
stakeholders and
public in that
process

start with a few cases
as pilots. Considering
smaller scale initially
Co-creation from the
start. This can remake
structures also

Pilot
project

Decision bodies should
more focus communicating
(in social media etc) the
reasonings and bases for
management actions – to
increase trust and
transparency.
CommunicationRaise awareness

restoration

Consider
restructuring some
of HELCOM WG
making sure biodiv
people actually
meet and talk with
hazard or maritime

EBM must
start to be
integrated in
every sector

Collectively stress
ecosystem health
and integrity
through CSO
actors

Pilot
project

Pilot ﬁrst at a small
area --> ﬁx the
"model" if needed
--> extend it to the
entire Baltic Sea
area if appropriate

Develop
ISO
standard
on EBM

Put the ecosystem at
the center of decisionmaking, preparations,
in relevant sectors (e.g.
agriculture, ﬁsheries,
shipping, etc)

No meeting with
singular stakeholders –
all stakeholders
included in meeting
regarding policy’s of
the marine
environment

What
Creating
of actions (who, when, how)
Deﬁne programme of
permanent
What actions do we need to take tomeasures
make those conditions
(in diﬀerent
a reality, to ensure the steps can be taken (e.g. who, when
sectors) that target multiple
expertand
group
in what way)?
ecosystems
within
services/functions. This can
also help align diﬀerent
institutions
interests of actor groups

Report on
gains from
using EBM

The ESB should be
familiarized on every level;
decision makers,
stakeholders, citizens. Now
the ESB is seen mostly on
ﬁnancial basis, it is seen as
a negative cost, and the
beneﬁts are forgotten.

Immediate action:
Alliance of
institutions and
organsiations to
spread the word on
EBM, tell about this
conference etc

Good marketing strategy
for EBM, take away the
complexity and the big
words and ﬁnd the right
vocabular and incentive to
sell the idea, for example
the ecosystem services that
we need and now have
access to

Ensure that divisions for
municipal planning of
land and water use are
aware of EBM and
environmental goals on
a larger scale

Tourisms sectors, such as
sportﬁshing tourist
enterprises, are an
example of stakeholder
groups that are not fully
considered and included in
the Baltic Sea
management.

Introduce and implement
ecosystem service assessments
to understand the beneﬁts and
potential risks of losing services
from actions taken. And invite
stakeholders from diﬀerent
sectors to show their perception
on these services.

Mapping of
institutional
jurisdiction in
diﬀerent
countries

Initiate pilot projects within
new BSAP actions that
would be based on EBM,
involving science, society
and political decision
makers (e.g. on underwater
noise)

Change in
composition of
decision making
bodies. Mix of
experts from
science, society and
politics

How to ensure
HELCOM agreements,
recommendations,
BSAP actions are
actually implemented
in the countries?

Today, we have a rather model driven
science driving management decisions.
The science needs to communicate that it
is often only giving directions but more
unprecise when it comes to exact values,
ex TACs in ﬁsheries. A real precautionary
approach is needed also from decision
makers to make sure that less known
cascade eﬀects on the wider ecosystem
is hampered.

and regulations (e.g.
CFP) and remind public
agencies, decisionmakers of them

Two or three BSAP actions
should be identiﬁed as
“pilots” to try merging
science, stakeholders wider
than just ﬁshing, farming,
shipping or windmills

adaptation

EducatedAdaptive
civilcycles
No issue is a
important - it Storytelling: We
servants
in
single stakeholder
doesn't have to be
issue in regard to
perfect the ﬁrst know enough to
local, regional
the marine
time - learning by
environment
act! Step by step,
doing
and national
move forward.
institutions

We acknowledge
that the basic
requirements are
already in place,
now implementation
is needed

all
stakeholders
as truly an
inclusive part
of processes

Scale

Make prime ministers/ministries
responsible for leading the work
on sustainable development and
implementation of EBM related
to marine environments. Make
the sectorial ministries work
together.

Follow the lead: New EU CCAS states: 2.2.4.Promoting nature-based solutions for

Start up regional
councils with
stakeholders to
ancor the work
and gather views,

relevant to work
towards a
common goal

spread the
word by...?
- talking to
colleagues,
friends, family

Clarify conﬂicts of
goals, interests
and time frames,
and prioritize
clearly

Develop and
introduce incentives
to obtain needed
information & Rules
of thumb
to use inin
Read
the deﬁnitions
interim
the the
directive
(MSFD)

Increase the
co-production
and codesigning

Think about who
we talk to.

Improved
communication
between science and
stakeholder, to create
an environmental poit
of view in the activities

Acknowledgning
knowledge gaps

Start with smaller
scale in starting
using EBM,
integrating more
stakeholders,
managers, agencies
etc

Compare EBM in
Cost Beneﬁt Analyze
of proposed policy
measures to achieve
strategic goal(s)

Ancor the work
politically, nationally
Integration
and regionally so
mustthat
not
taketo
is clear
everyone
that this is
place
too early
a political decision
in the
process
to work for EBM.

Consider

Steps & conditions for change

Using diﬀerent skills, viewpoints,
knowhow eﬀectively and eﬃciently: not
one ministry/organisation leading a
policy but a task force of experts from
diﬀerent ministries/organisations: to get
diﬀerent perspectives and remove silos.

List EBM as one
of the policy
tool in Strategic
Planning
document

Information and
communication
in both
directions of the
process

Two or three BSAP actions
should be identiﬁed as
“pilots” to try merging
science, stakeholders wider
than just ﬁshing, farming,
shipping or windmills

Upscale
ecosystem
restoration

Platforms for restructuring also
stakeholders at including actually
removing
the local levels structures or
comments heard
groups
before action is
taken

Listening to
each other's
What steps are needed to move towards needs
that change?
between
What are the conditions for that change?sectors is very

What is the desired state looking forward? What is the
desired change we want to see?

awareness
of
ecosystem
values

CommunicationRaise awareness

A river-basin level approach
for embracing various
actors works e.g. for
nutrient input and
eutrophication reduction Work at the right
geographical scale to bring
all actors/stakeholders in.
Diﬀerent scales are needed

Environmental
policy needs to be
engrained through
high-level policies to
ensure the industry
is in on it as wel

CommunicationRaise awareness

setting realistic
targets for
EBM (and in
ﬁsheries in
particular)

Improve
communication
to have a
common
understanding

Policies ﬁlter
down
Global --> EU -->
HELCOM -->
National -->
municipalities

Improved awareness and
capacity in administrations,
stakeholder/public of EBM
and planning tools are
developed and used the
same way in countries

down + bottom up =
ecosyst.magang

Uncertainties should not block from taking actions.
Pilot project, the example of addressing to Helcom underwater
noise issues.

We need to
get away
from the
silos

Ministries/admini
strations must
have a
cooperating
structure in place

Achieve, as far
as possible, a
natural state for
our various
ecosystems.

More diversity
in marine
administration
-no sole
jurisidiction

cooperatation and
engagement for
marine sectors to
operationalise
within framework
of EBM

Action and tools
for engagement
within the society
for the EBM and
GES reaching
process

Change the Storytelling and
improve communication on
EBM - EBM is for example
not against economy. WE
need to start a process to
ﬁnd agreement of the
beneﬁts and need for EBM
across sectors and
institutions

Communication,
conﬂict
resolving
actions

Experts are
needed but we do
need integration
between topics
and groups

(better)
communication
with
stakeholder
groups

Public awareness
on the concept of
EBM - take it to a
more pragmatic
level

Finances

Initiate local and regional
managements that can
gather municipalities, local
actors and stakeholders to
manage a given part of the
sea ( boundaries of the
area given by the
ecosystem)

Longterm
funding

Involve
stakeholders that
don't normally
work in these
issues, at
municipalities etc

broad
knowledge
base

Public awareness on EBM and involve local public. EBM could
be used in a marketing campaign. Have a alliance of
institutions to spread the word on EBM. Importance to the
science knowledge and should be translated to the general
public.

Nature
conservation
has priority

Strengthening
"bottom level"
administrations'
capacities

Action recommendations

What actions do we need to take to make those conditions
a reality, to ensure the steps can be taken (e.g. who, when
and in what way)?

Transparency
of ﬁnancing

Issues of scale silos may become
a bigger problem
for smaller
stakeholder

NGOs can
play an
important
role

A system
demanding healthy
ecosystems, not
mapping lowest
levels of
"functioning"
ecosystems

EBM
embedded
into the
national
legislation

Group B - recap card

Ecosystem
services beneﬁts
mapped, pricetagged and taken
into account in
permitting

Rebuild the
ecosystem function
as basis before the
human acitvities use
of the marine
environment (use &
extraction)

When a lack of
knowledge is a barrier
to action, there are
incentives to quickly
obtain that knowledge
and rules of thumbs to
use in the interim

What actions (who, when, how)

What steps are needed to move towards that change?
What are the conditions for that change?

Good environmental
status understood desired change
as the safe
operating space
within sustainable
Clear and deﬁnite instrument to
development
bring EBM into documents and

Commonly
understood and
embraced good
environmental
status reached with
jointly agreed
measures

Increasing ocean
literacy, incl. that we all
impact the sea (even if
not living by the sea),
e.g. with our shopping
decisions (plastics etc.)

Desired state
What is the desired state looking forward? What is the
desired change we want to see?

Group C - recap card
Helcom and the commission should address EBM.
Make better use of the cooperation together, with inventory or existing
structures and networks to incorporate in BSAP implementation.
Structure:
Going down in scale with pilot projects.
Cross sector thinking in the structure.
The cross side approach should be a priority and more funding should
be on this.
Involve more people (example, farmers)

Steps & conditions for change
What steps are needed to move towards that change?
What are the conditions for that change?

What actions (who, when, how)

Action recommendations

What actions do we need to take to make those conditions
a reality, to ensure the steps can be taken (e.g. who, when
and in what way)?
How to get more practical
involvement? Facilitate the
involvement of people with
an easier platform/forum
where everyone can join
and participate easily and
rapidly.

We mostly
have given
goals and
visions

HELCOMs scope
should be
broadened. It is
understoo that EBM
requires linking
more aspects than
just "environment"

Communication:
Better communication, especially about the results of EBM.
Talk a common language.
Target people who are not aware of Helcom and EBM.

make use of
existing
structures,
outside
HELCOM

Institutionally
(ministries, agencies)
integrated and more
inclusive management
is a functional system
to make trade-oﬀ
decisions

raised
awareness
about EBM
and not least
HELCOM

HELCOMs scope
should be
broadened. It is
understoo that EBM
requires linking
more aspects than
just "environment"

Group A - recap card

Group B - recap card

research on
implementation
failures now and
how to improve
management

Primeministers
needs to be
involved or even
controlling EBM
implementation

long-term goal to
have ministry of
sustainability and
biodiversity which
coordinates
sectoral ministries

we need a working
group on knowledge
transfer?! to reach
and involve diﬀerent
stakeholders

Diﬃculty of the
communication
between groups, but
need to recreate a
structure with
considering local
and national level

increased
participation is
made possible
by going down
in scale
addressing
budget
deﬁciencies,
communicating
value at risk and
trade-oﬀs

funding science
needs to accept
better and more
outreach work
of the results

A broader public discussion
on the trade-oﬀs on
environmental status and
economic growth. What is
good enough status given
ttha we also want shipping,
agriculture, coastal
societies etc.

Helcom "outreach
centre" to intensify
cooperation
between policymakers/science
community/sectors

Group A - recap card

Group B - recap card

Group B - recap card

Group C - recap card
Group C - recap card

Thorough analysis
of MSPs to create an
adaptive regional
system where plans
are compatible and
take cumultaive
eﬀects into account

Hierarchy problems for
representation every
group.
Have a comity body of
stakeholders, everyone
involved would be
represented and would
take part in regular
meetings.

lack of science on
governance; why
are decisions not
being
implemented?

Visibility of Helcom
should be increased
, some funds should
be addressed to
communication to
improve it.

Group A - recap card

inventory or
existing strucures
and networks to
incorporate in
BSAP
implementation

Group C - recap card

already stated,
but state again,
a standard (like
the swan?) for
EBM

open up the doors
to all interests in the
same room and at
the same level and
have a ﬂatter
hierachy; with
regular meetings

Initiate pilot projects within
new BSAP actions that
would be based on EBM,
involving science, society
and political decision
makers (e.g. on underwater
noise)

Mapping of current
players to see what
institutions other
network could be
the drivers/
ambassadors of the
process

request now that
land-based
activities must
consider impacts
on marine
environment

we need
communications
about the results
of EBM not just
the "process" or
concept

Good marketing strategy
for EBM, take away the
complexity and the big
words and ﬁnd the right
vocabular and incentive to
sell the idea, for example
the ecosystem services that
we need and now have
access to

channel funding to
make more
participation and
EBM process to
work plus outreach
work in relation to
science

Make prime ministers/ministries
responsible for leading the work
on sustainable development and
implementation of EBM related
to environment. Make the
sectorial ministries work
together. HELCOM ministerial is
then made up of Prime-minsters!

